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QUESTION 1

Which of the following describes the relationship between Bronze tables and raw data? 

A. Bronze tables contain less data than raw data files. 

B. Bronze tables contain more truthful data than raw data. 

C. Bronze tables contain aggregates while raw data is unaggregated. 

D. Bronze tables contain a less refined view of data than raw data. 

E. Bronze tables contain raw data with a schema applied. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A Delta Live Table pipeline includes two datasets defined using STREAMING LIVE TABLE. Three datasets are defined
against Delta Lake table sources using LIVE TABLE. 

The table is configured to run in Production mode using the Continuous Pipeline Mode. 

Assuming previously unprocessed data exists and all definitions are valid, what is the expected outcome after clicking
Start to update the pipeline? 

A. All datasets will be updated at set intervals until the pipeline is shut down. The compute resources will persist to allow
for additional testing. 

B. All datasets will be updated once and the pipeline will persist without any processing. The compute resources will
persist but go unused. 

C. All datasets will be updated at set intervals until the pipeline is shut down. The compute resources will be deployed
for the update and terminated when the pipeline is stopped. 

D. All datasets will be updated once and the pipeline will shut down. The compute resources will be terminated. 

E. All datasets will be updated once and the pipeline will shut down. The compute resources will persist to allow for
additional testing. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following describes when to use the CREATE STREAMING LIVE TABLE (formerly CREATE
INCREMENTAL LIVE TABLE) syntax over the CREATE LIVE TABLE syntax when creating Delta Live Tables (DLT)
tables using SQL? 

A. CREATE STREAMING LIVE TABLE should be used when the subsequent step in the DLT pipeline is static. 
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B. CREATE STREAMING LIVE TABLE should be used when data needs to be processed incrementally. 

C. CREATE STREAMING LIVE TABLE is redundant for DLT and it does not need to be used. 

D. CREATE STREAMING LIVE TABLE should be used when data needs to be processed through complicated
aggregations. 

E. CREATE STREAMING LIVE TABLE should be used when the previous step in the DLT pipeline is static. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A new data engineering team has been assigned to work on a project. The team will need access to database
customers in order to see what tables already exist. The team has its own group team. 

Which of the following commands can be used to grant the necessary permission on the entire database to the new
team? 

A. GRANT VIEW ON CATALOG customers TO team; 

B. GRANT CREATE ON DATABASE customers TO team; 

C. GRANT USAGE ON CATALOG team TO customers; 

D. GRANT CREATE ON DATABASE team TO customers; 

E. GRANT USAGE ON DATABASE customers TO team; 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 5

A single Job runs two notebooks as two separate tasks. A data engineer has noticed that one of the notebooks is
running slowly in the Job\\'s current run. The data engineer asks a tech lead for help in identifying why this might be the
case. 

Which of the following approaches can the tech lead use to identify why the notebook is running slowly as part of the
Job? 

A. They can navigate to the Runs tab in the Jobs UI to immediately review the processing notebook. 

B. They can navigate to the Tasks tab in the Jobs UI and click on the active run to review the processing notebook. 

C. They can navigate to the Runs tab in the Jobs UI and click on the active run to review the processing notebook. 

D. There is no way to determine why a Job task is running slowly. 

E. They can navigate to the Tasks tab in the Jobs UI to immediately review the processing notebook. 

Correct Answer: C 
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